To Hell and Back II: Delivery Outline

WARNING: This program should not be previewed or used in classroom instruction until To Hell and Back I is completed.

The following guidelines are suggested.

Included on the Web Site for Program Delivery
1. Delivery Guidelines
2. Pre-Test
3. Post-Test
4. Evaluation
5. Test Questions
6. Comment Forms

Total Time for Program
Minimum time requirement is two hours. Three to four hours is required for classroom training.

Introduction of To Hell and Back II Project:
To Hell and Back II is an educational initiative for fire fighters to teach basic situational awareness skills. This program was specifically designed by experts in the fire service, both volunteer and career, and is directly linked to evaluation and feedback received from fire fighters who participated in the To Hell and Back I program. This program utilizes background 3-D graphic scenarios to highlight what went wrong in fireground operations when fire fighters were burned in the line of duty or they died from burn injuries resulting from fireground operations. Instructors should note that PPE and firefighting equipment in the 3-D scenarios may not be appropriate. When recreating the scenarios the development team felt it necessary to show what PPE fire fighters were wearing at the time of the incident or highlight what equipment they did not have. The fire fighters depicted in the scenarios were not wearing proper PPE and/or were not carrying necessary firefighting equipment. These are teaching points for instructors. For department and training purposes, there is a testing mechanism available. Some departments have also created tests more specific to their departments. If, as an instructor, you make changes, or have suggestions for change to the testing mechanism currently available, your input is critical to continued development.